Positive Behaviour for Learning (PBL)

Fairview Heights State School is a Positive Behaviour for Learning School (PBL). As a family, we grow together, learn forever and support each other.

Positive Behaviour for Learning is characterised by:
An emphasis on prevention,
An increasing intensity of intervention for increasing intensities of problem behaviour,
A provision of basic proactive programming (primary prevention) for all students by all staff in all settings.

Our Behaviour Expectations for all Students are Practising Safety, Overall Respect, Demonstrating Learning and Showing Responsibility (PODS).

These expectations are visually represented throughout the School and Students displaying these behaviours are rewarded and publicly acknowledged.

Our behaviour expectations are explicitly taught across a number of School settings through formal lessons each Monday afternoon. We believe just as we teach an academic curriculum, so to we should teach appropriate Behaviours, as one is dependent upon the other.

Our Term Planner outlines the Behaviour of the Week to be taught. Teachers, Parents/Carers and the broader School Community are made aware of this behaviour via our Fairview Heights State School App, G Drive (PBL) Folder and One Portal. This enables a number of school systems to work together using a range of positive behaviour strategies, to assist all Students to learn appropriate behaviour.

At Fairview Heights State School we are committed to celebrating and recognising positive Student behaviour. We do this in a number of different ways throughout the School.

In the Classroom:
Students receive PODS Stamps on a Reward Chart each time they are acknowledged for appropriate behaviour. A certain number of stamps allows a Student to choose a Reward from the Classroom Reward List. As Students reach milestones on their Reward Chart (purple dots) they are awarded a PODS Token. Students can accumulate their PODS tokens and use them to shop at the Fairview Heights State School PODS Shop on their scheduled days.

In the Playground:
If a Student is noticed following our Behaviour Expections in the Playground they are given a silicone wristband that says ‘Well Done’. The band remains on the Student’s wrist for the remainder of the day. Students who return from play with a wristband receive a PODS Stamp on their individual Reward Chart and contribute to the Class Tally for the Week. The Class who has collected the most wristbands each week is acknowledged on Parade and gets to care for the School Mascot for the week. Children who receive 10 wristbands receive a take home Gold wristband. If a Student receives 20 wristbands they receive a take home PLATINUM wristband. Students who collect 30 wristbands receive a PRECIOUS STONE to keep.